PHLYTRAC GPS PROGRAM

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

✓ 19% frequency reduction
✓ Over 75,000 vehicles and growing
✓ 1 billion miles protected
✓ Over 2,000 policyholders enrolled
✓ Goal: Driver behavior modification
✓ Protected vehicles in all 50 states

PROGRAM DETAILS

• No additional cost or contract required
• Commercial auto policyholders - scheduled vehicles only
• No fleet minimum/maximum
• Enrollment coordinated by PHLY personnel
• No cell phone/plan required

COST BENEFITS

• Fuel savings
  decrease in speeding, unauthorized usage, idling
• Decreased wear and tear
• Billing verification

SYSTEM FEATURES

• Track speeding, hard braking, hard acceleration
• Ensure seatbelt usage
• Set geofences
• Idling notification
• Check engine light notification
• Live maps

ADDITIONAL FEATURES AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

• Dashboard cameras
• Driver identification software
• Preventative maintenance package

“Based on my experience with PHLYTrac, I would recommend any insurance agent to examine it. They would definitely be glad that they did.” – PHLY Agent

“Our clients have the right - if not the responsibility - to assure that their employees are operating the vehicles in a safe way, and PHLYTrac does just that. It shapes driving behaviors.” – PHLY Agent

“PHLYTrac has been a great addition to us in terms of making sure that we are seeing to the safety of our kids and staff at all times.” – PHLY Insured

“We began to see a gradual reduction in speeding, the number of incidents that took place, and it was really terrific.” – PHLY Insured

ENROLLMENT INFORMATION

Contact phlytrac@phly.com | 800.873.4552 x4

For more information and to view testimonials, visit our blog at

PHLY.com/phlytrac